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If you've watched PGA champion Steve Elkington play golf, you know what the perfect swing looks

like in action: an elegant, apparently effortless stroke with stunningly accurate force. Now in this

instructive book, Elkington shares the techniques and strategies behind that trademark swing, which

his colleagues have named Best on Tour five years running. The secret is mastering the Five

Fundamentals--the grip, the setup, the backswing, the downswing, and tempo."My aim is to provide

a benchmark, a basis on which any player can build his own, authentic swing," Elkington writes. "I

won't discuss faults or fixes. Golf is a series of linked fundamentals; let's eliminate your faults from

the moment you pick up the club."Applying the "flicker" or "flip book" technique in swing sequences

with the driver, six-iron, and sand wedge, Five Fundamentals shows the rhythm and balance of

Elkington's motion better than any still photograph could convey. Combining these swing sequences

with lively text, breezy personal anecdotes, and special sections addressed to the advanced player,

Elkington takes you step-by-step through the five fundamentals, providing a program to improve

your game notably.Practical, straightforward, and specific, Five Fundamentals uncovers profound

and often unexpected insights from the owner of the best swing in golf. It's destined to become a

fundamental part of every golfer's library.
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Ask any foursome of professional golfers who possesses the most sound swing on tour, and the

response will be a gimme: Australian Steve Elkington. In Fundamentals, the PGA champ tees up his

secrets, breaking down the essentials into pretty much the same pentathlon--grip, set-up,



backswing, downswing, and tempo--as the great Ben Hogan did in his '50s classic, Five Lessons. 

Elkington's style is anecdotal, personal, conversational, and friendly; he talks you through his

methods and thinking, with an emphasis on getting things right from the start rather than fixing faults

acquired along the way. Throughout, he offers particular tips for advanced players, and he ends with

useful advice on equipment, a section geared specifically to shoring up the short game, and an

excellent series of exercises geared to keep golfing muscles loose and limber. Where Five

Fundamentals really scores is in its ability to show as well as tell. It is peppered with helpful still

photographs. Better yet, the top and bottom corners of the pages use the old flicker technique; flip

them quickly and you'll be able to see Elk's sweet swing in action whacking a driver, a six-iron, and

a wedge from the sand. In his hands, it looks so easy; the challenge is making yours look the same.

--Jeff Silverman

Steve Elkington has won the best and biggest tournaments in golf: the NCAA (twice, with the

University of Houston); the Tournament of Champions (twice); the Players Championship (again,

twice); and the PGA Championship. In 1995 he won the Vardon Trophy for lowest stroke average

on the Tour, averaging 69.62 for the entire year.Coauthor Curt Sampson, himself a former club and

touring professional, has written five other books, including Hogan and The Masters.

This is just a so,so book on golf. I was disappointed in it because I have watched Elkington on "in

the Dirt" videos and he is very knowledgeable and very insightful about he golf swing. This just

didn't compare.

Boght the book bunMr. Elkington cause I caddied once for him in the dutch open as a kid... Way

before he became a world clas golfer! Hope it is an interesting read.

just as described quickly shipped

Like most golf books, you learn next to nothing. Elkington has one of the great swings of all time but

it's unlikely you'll mimic it after reading his book. Poor quality photos.

Steve Elkington provides all that is needed as a foundation for an effective and efficient golf swing. I

have read many instuctional books which(unfortunately) present an overabundance of techniques or

concepts ... so much that they lose their focus on what is being presented as the key concepts or



fundamentals for an effective swing. Elkington has narrowed these key points to 5. And, from early

personal experience, these 5 keys or fundamentals are "right on". Of course, they can't be learned

or ingrained overnight. Patience will be required, but Steve Elkington is "proof-positive" that they are

effective.

Elkington's casual, down-to-earth style and simple way of explaining his technically perfect swing,

make this the best instruction book I have read. Nick Faldo's "A Swing For Life" and David

Leadbetter's "The Golf Swing" both describe slightly different variations of the modern swing.

However, their overly complex explantions (especially Leadbetter) left me overloaded with swing

thoughts. Elkington is a likeable guy and I enjoyed reading the sections about his rise to the top of

golf, even though I bought the book for instruction. Avid students of the game, will probably not find

any new, earth-shattering advice or theories. But for those of us who would like to pare down our

sources of golf instruction (i.e., Golf Magazine, 20 other books, advice from anybody who has ever

picked up a club,etc.) this book offers a solution. I think you will become a fan or a bigger fan of

Elkington as well.

Possessing one of the simpliest and classically crafted golf swings of any professional, Steve

Elkington makes the vision come to life with excellent practical instruction accompanied by

wonderful photographs. The format is basically the same as the Hogan classic. Starting with grip,

and proceeding to downswing and follow-through, Elkington's interpretation is fresh and better

explained than Hogan's. The drawings in the Hogan book are still classic and in Elkington's book

are replaced by great photographs. Read the section on the grip and what to do with the thumbs,

I'm sure you'll find that tip alone is something you haven't heard and well worth the price. This book

belongs in every comprehensive golf library.

I found this book enlightening, particularly with regard to the section on transition. I have

squandered years trying to figure out how to get from backswing to forward swing and this book

finally allowed the "light to go off." His explanation on lowering and then raising the shoulder to

initiate swings for the short game and putting are ridiculously simple. Having said that, I must say

that it is a joke that the binding of this book literally disintegrates with use. I have bought 2 books

thinking that the first one was just a fluke but, unfortunately both fell apart in my hands. Shame on

Ballantine Books for allowing such shoddy workmanship.
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